Another Beast Coming Up Out of the Earth, Part 5
Shalom, family. I can truly say that there is no joy or happiness that can be felt on
the planet earth like the joy or happiness you receive from praising the name '+'),
and uplifting the Son,

'+') - '+'). The Father and the Son are so renowned

and esteemed for all of Their mighty acts. This is why you can never run out of
reasons to give praises to the name. Am I right?
It is a truth, indeed, that our lifelong occupation is to sing high praises to '+') and
to His Son, '+') - '+'). Our days should be “so” consumed with praises to

'+') and to the Son, '+') - '+'), that we shouldn’t have time to think of
anything or anyone else. Everyday, we wake up to a new inspiration to praise

'+'). Just the fact that we woke up this morning is reason to praise '+'). When
we walk outside and see the trees swaying, and even when we feel the gentle
breeze--we should think of the breath '+') has put in our bodies, and forth from
our lips should come, “praise '+').”

As we look above at the host of heaven--the light and the warmth that we receive
from the sun--it should send an automatic impulse to our brains to give praises to
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'+'). When night falls, and the sun goes down, and the moon and stars come out,
who do we think is giving us light in the dark? All praises be to '+').

Buddha, Hindu, and Krishna--they didn’t do it. They are all gods of stone, which
proves they don’t have the power to stretch forth their hands and create such
wonderful things that the world marvels after. Not even the Christians so-called
“Sweet Jesus” could produce the works that our Savior, '+') - '+'), has done
just among us as a people. While they are yet waiting for their savior to float down
off a cloud to meet them on their dead level, we are spiritually ascending upward
to meet our Father, '+'), in heaven. Praise '+')!
This is why I say, we can never run out of reasons to praise '+') and His Son,

'+') - '+'), because we truly have been delivered from all lies, hypocrisy, and
false hope. We are the House of Yehuwdah, and it is in our house that '+') has
chosen to place His name. So let us lift up the name

'+') and exalt the Son,

'+') - '+')! Praise '+')! Praise '+') - '+')!
I am excited about welcoming you to part five of this seminar entitled, “Another
Beast Coming Up Out of The Earth.” Let us engage in a brief journey to unveil
some of what was discussed in our last seminar. In part four, we uncovered the
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hidden meaning of Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 13, which when decoded reads:
<We will substitute the masculine pronouns for the feminine pronouns.>
And [s]he [Dr. Condoleezza Rice] doeth great wonders, so that
[s]he maketh fire come down from heaven on the earth in the
sight of men,
To summarize the main points from Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 13, we learned
that Dr. Condoleezza Rice will carry out wonders in her new position as Secretary
of State that shall surpass all known human powers. In other words, she shall do
something considered to be so outstanding or remarkable in magnitude or degree
that it will be hallmarked as something that no other human has ever had the power
to do. As we explored the meaning of the word wonder, the singular of the plural
wonders, we found out that it is synonymous to the word miracle.

When we defined the word miracle, we validated that these miracles that Dr.
Condoleezza Rice will perform are in no way comparable to Benny Hinn’s
Miracle Crusade, but rather these miracles represent criminal, evil, and
reprehensible acts that she shall privily perform among the most powerful nations
of the earth. To be even more specific, she--Dr. Condoleezza Rice--shall use her
knowledge in foreign affairs to orchestrate dealings, initiate communications, and
make formal agreements among the nations of the earth to do criminal, evil, and
reprehensible acts to “successfully” excite violent and bitter conflicts among them.
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Over and above, these violent and bitter conflicts she shall “successfully” excite
among the most powerful nations of the earth will be “so” severe, grievous,
distressing, harrowing, and afflictive that they will ultimately and inevitably lead to
the most important and most powerful level of world leaders announcing or
delivering their support of the One World Government to the first beast--President
George W. Bush.

Having reviewed these facts, we are now ready to proceed with our foundation
Scriptures for today’s seminar, which is Revelation, Chapter 13, verses 14 and 15.
Let us read:
14 And deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by the means of
those miracles which [s]he had power to do in the sight of the
beast; saying to them that dwell on the earth, that they should
make an image to the beast, which had the wound by a sword,
and did live.
15 And [s]he had power to give life unto the image of the beast,
that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that as
many as would not worship the image of the beast should be
killed.

We shall first direct all of our attention to Verse 14. Verse 14 clearly authenticates
that Dr. Condoleezza Rice will deceive them that dwell on the earth by the means
of those miracles--the violent and bitter conflicts she will excite among the
nations--which she shall have the power to do in the sight of the beast, President
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George W. Bush. So, let us first establish who them that dwell on the earth
represent by recapitulating what was already established in part three.

In part three, we decoded the phrase, “them that dwell therein,” and found that
“therein” is a substitute word for “the earth.” In plain words, them that dwell
therein is one and the same as them that dwell on the earth. When we deduced the
phrase, “them that dwell on the earth,” to its simplest term, we discovered that it is
describing the governments of the earth.

Based upon this information, we can establish firmly that Dr. Condoleezza Rice
shall deceive the governments of the earth by exciting violent and bitter conflicts
among the most powerful nations of the earth. Take note that she will have the
power to do these things in the sight of the beast--President George W. Bush.
Given that fact, let us take a look at the word deceive?

In accordance with the American Heritage Talking Dictionary, Computer
Software, copyright 1997, the word deceive is characterized as “to catch by guile.”
Based upon the validity of this definition, Dr. Condoleezza Rice shall “catch by
guile” the top leaders of the governments by exciting violent and bitter conflicts
among them. But even more, she will have the power to do these things in the
sight of the beast--President George W. Bush.
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Since she will catch the leaders by guile, then this will be the next word that we
will define.

In conformity with the American Heritage Talking Dictionary,

Computer Software, copyright 1997, defines the word catch as “to capture”; and in
the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, Computer Software,
copyright 1999, capture means “to gain control of or exert influence over.”

Hence, by means of those violent and bitter conflicts that Dr. Condoleezza Rice
shall “successfully” excite among the most powerful nations in the sight of the
beast--President George W. Bush--she shall gain full control of or exert definite
influence over the top leaders of governments of the earth. However, our facts
prove that she shall obtain this by guile.

Documented in the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, Computer
Software, copyright 1999, guile is “insidious cunning in attaining a goal.”
Insidious is defined as “operating or proceeding in an inconspicuous way but
actually with grave effect”; while cunning, is affirmed in the Merriam Webster’s
11th Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 2003, Computer Software, as being
synonymous to “slyness.” In the same reference source, sly, the root of the word
slyness, means “clever in concealing one’s aims or ends.”
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From this information, we can determine that Dr. Condoleezza Rice shall operate
or proceed in an inconspicuous way but with grave effect to attain President
George W. Bush’s goal of bringing in the One World Government. And even
more, she shall be clever enough to conceal her aims and ends, which is to gain full
control and definite influence over the top leaders of governments of the earth.
She shall successfully accomplish this by means of those violent and bitter
conflicts that she shall excite among the nations. Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 14
reads in part:
And deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by the means of
those miracles which [s]he had power to do in the sight of the
beast;…

By means of is our next phrase in sequence to decode. The phrase “by means of”
is referenced in the Microsoft Encarta Reference Library, Computer Software,
copyright 1993-2003, as “using or with the help of.”

Furthermore, Dr.

Condoleezza Rice shall be clever enough to conceal her aims and ends by using or
with help from the violent and bitter conflicts she shall stir up or excite among the
most powerful nations of the earth. These violent and bitter conflicts shall enable
her to gain full control and definite influence over the leaders of the most powerful
governments of the earth. And this she will do in the “sight” of the beast-President George W. Bush.
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The word sight will be our next word to define from our Scripture. According to
The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, Greek Dictionary,
copyright 1990, on page 29, the Greek word for sight is enōpion (#G1799),
pronounced en-o'-pee-on, and it means “before.” Before is defined in The Cassell
Concise Dictionary, copyright 1998, on page 129, as “under the impulsion of.”
These facts substantiate that Dr. Condoleezza Rice shall use these violent and bitter
conflicts that she shall excite among the nations of the earth to gain full control of
or exert definite influence over the most powerful leaders of the earth because she
will be under the impulsion of the beast--President George W. Bush--to do so.

On page 742 of the same reference source, impulsion is described as “the state of
being impelled.”

And impel, the present tense of impelled, on page 738, is

depicted as “to urge (to an action or to do); to push forward.” Thus, we can assert
definitively that President George W. Bush shall push Dr. Condoleezza Rice
forward, and urge her to work inconspicuously to use her skills in foreign affairs to
orchestrate dealings, initiate communications, and make formal agreements among
the most powerful nations of the earth to do criminal, evil, and reprehensible acts
that will excite violent and bitter conflicts among them. And, as a result of these
bitter and violent conflicts she shall excite among the nations, she shall gain full
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control of or exert definite influence over the most powerful governments of the
earth.

And, Scripturally, after she has excited violent and bitter conflicts among the
most powerful nations of the earth to gain control and to exert her influence over
them, Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 14, describes the next action she will take.
Let us read Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 14 in part:
… saying to them that dwell on the earth, that they should make
an image to the beast, which had the wound by a sword, and did
live.

Dr. Condoleezza Rice shall say to them--the most powerful leaders of the earth-that “they should make an image to the beast,” which had the wound by a sword,
and did live. Now, our research showed that the beast that had the wound by the
sword and did live is President George W. Bush, as this was factually proven in
part three of this seminar. So what does it mean that she, Dr. Condoleezza Rice,
shall “say” that they--the top leaders of the governments of the earth--should make
an image to the beast, President George W. Bush?
In the Merriam Webster’s 11th Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 2003, Computer
Software, the word saying is the action of say, and is validated as to “declare.” In
the same reference source, declare is denoted as “to state emphatically.”
According to the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, Computer
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Software, copyright 1999, state means “to set forth formally in speech or
writing;” while, in the Chamber’s 21st Century Dictionary, copyright 1996, on
page 430, emphatic, is “said of a person: speaking firmly and forcefully.”

Thus, this further confirms that Dr. Condoleezza Rice, speaking firmly and
forcefully, shall set forth formally, both in speech and in writing, that all the
world leaders should make an image to the beast--President George W. Bush.

Pay close attention to her words. Although she shall speak firmly and forcefully,
she shall not demand them to make an image to the beast but, rather, she shall state
“firmly” what they “should” do. In other words, she shall state firmly to the world
leaders exactly what they should do to resolve these violent and bitter conflicts
that she herself excited among them. What she shall state emphatically is that they
should make an image to the beast--President George W. Bush. Since this is
something that they “should” do, then let us look up the word should.

In the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, Computer Software,
copyright 1999, should means “ought (indicating duty).” In the Microsoft Encarta
Reference Library, Computer Software, copyright 1993-2003, ought “indicates
that somebody has a duty or obligation to do something or that it is morally right to
do something; indicates that something is a good idea.”
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From these facts, we can see clearly that Dr. Condoleezza Rice shall in due course
set forth formally in speech and writing that as a result of the violent and bitter
conflicts that are taking place among the most powerful nations of the earth it
would be a good idea to make an image to the beast--President George W. Bush.
Furthermore, she shall speak formally unto them in a very firm and forceful tone
that they, in fact, have a duty or obligation to do something that is morally right,
and that is “to make an image to the beast”--President George W. Bush.

This brings us to the next word in Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 14 to decode,
which is make--“…That they should make an image to the beast, which had the
wound by a sword, and did live.” Make, on the authority of The Oxford Universal
Dictionary, copyright 1955, on page 1191, is described as “to create”; while
create, on page 418, is denoted as “to give rise to something new.”

Therefore, in a firm and forceful tone, she shall state formally in both speech and
writing, on President George W. Bush’s behalf, that all the world leaders have a
duty or obligation to give rise to something new. Something new, according to the
New Oxford American Dictionary, Computer Software, copyright 2001, is
something “not existing before” or something “introduced now for the first time.”
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In addition, she shall declare to them that they have a duty to give rise to
something that has never existed before, and that they also have an obligation to do
something that must now be introduced for the first time. Because of the violent
and bitter conflicts she will have successfully excited among the most powerful
nations of the earth, they shall be terribly deceived, and they shall ultimately give
rise to an image to the beast.

With that fact firmly established, we shall now seek an understanding of what the
phrase “image to the beast” is referring to. In The New Strong’s Exhaustive
Concordance of the Bible, Greek Dictionary, copyright 1990, the Greek word for
image is eikōn (#G1504), pronounced i-kone', and it literally means “a likeness.”
Accordingly, she shall declare firmly and forcefully to the leaders of the earth that
they should give rise to a likeness to the beast--President George W. Bush. In the
Webster’s New World College Dictionary, copyright 2001, on page 831, a likeness
is characterized as “(the same) form.” Let us deduce this definition.

In the Webster’s New World Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright 1998, Computer
Software, the word same suggests something “equal.” In the Bartlett’s Roget’s
Thesaurus, copyright 1996, on page 652, equal (#740.8), is synonymous to
“democratic.” In the Webster’s New World Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright
1998, Computer Software, form is equivalent to order.
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On the account of these facts, Dr. Condoleezza Rice shall declare to the leaders of
the most powerful governments of the earth that they are dutybound and obligated
to give rise to a New Democratic Order.

As referenced in the New Oxford American Dictionary, Computer Software,
copyright 2001, order is described as “a particular social, political or economic
system.” Thus, this New Democratic Order that Dr. Condoleezza Rice shall state
firmly to be a good idea to give rise to, will be a social, political, or economic
system--in which she will guile the most powerful leaders of the earth to think that
it will bring an end to the violent and bitter conflicts that she herself deceptively
excited among them.

Now we can understand why converting the Middle East to democracy is her
priority right now. It is her priority because it has “everything” to do with the One
World Government that she shall soon bring into existence on behalf of President
George W. Bush. Deceiving nations to accept democracy is the first step to the
One World Government, which is a Democratic Order. Americans have been
deceived, and now the whole world will be deceived into thinking that democracy
is the best form of government for the people and by the people, when in fact, it is
the government of Satan. '+'), the Creator of the earth, set forth theocracy to be
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the order of the world--a form of government in which His Son, '+') - '+'),
shall be the Sovereign Ruler.

In the Webster’s New World Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright 1998, Computer
Software, democratic means “of or upholding democracy.”

In The Oxford

Universal Dictionary, copyright 1955, on page 477, democracy derives from the
root word demos, and on the same page, the word demos, originates from the word
deme. In the same reference source, on page 478, deme derives from the word
“doom”; and in the American Heritage Talking Dictionary, Computer Software,
copyright 1997, doom is defined as “inevitable destruction or ruin; Judgment Day.

Accordingly, this new order--which is a social, political and economic system-over which Dr. Condoleezza Rice has been given the charge by President George
W. Bush to bring into existence, will represent an order that is given to inevitable
“universal” destruction or ruin, and shall signal Judgment Day. In plain words,
when you see this order being put into existence, then know that this is most
definitely the end of the world, and that Judgment Day is at hand. Praise '+')!

Now, we shall continue on our course of study. Let us look at our next Scripture.
Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 15:
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And [s]he [Dr. Condoleezza Rice] had power to give life unto
the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both
speak, and cause that as many as would not worship the image of
the beast should be killed.

This Scripture conveys that Dr. Condoleezza Rice shall have power to give “life”
unto the image of the beast.

According to the Random House Webster’s

Unabridged Dictionary, Computer Software, copyright 1999, life is defined as “a
period of authority, popularity, etc.” From these facts, we can see that although
she is declaring to the top leaders of the governments of the earth to give rise to
this New Democratic Order--which is a social, political, and economic system--it
will be in her power to give it a period of authority and popularity.

As referenced in The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 81,
authority is synonymous to “sovereignty.” In the American Heritage Talking
Dictionary, Computer Software, copyright 1997, sovereignty is characterized as
“complete independence and self government”; while according to the Bartlett’s
Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, on page 519, self government (#566.1) is
equivalent to “superpower.”

From these facts, we can affirm that Dr. Condoleezza Rice shall have the power to
give this New Democratic Order--this social, political, and economic system-complete independence and to make it the “superpower.” In The World Book
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Encyclopedia Dictionary, Volume 2 (L-Z), copyright 1966, on page 1962,
superpower is defined as “a supernational political entity having authority in the
international realm that transcends that of all or most world powers; a world power
having such military strength, industrial resources, etc., that no crucial matter
involving the community of nations can be acted on or settled without its active
support or passive acquiescence.”

We can conclude from these facts, that Dr. Condoleezza Rice will have the power
to give this New Democratic Order such complete independence that it will stand
as the supernational political entity having authority in the international realm that
will “transcend” all world powers.

Even more, to give rise to this New

Democratic Order, she shall have the backing of a world power that has such
powerful military strength and immense industrial resources, etc., that no crucial
matter involving the community of nations can possibly be acted on or settled
without its active support or passive acquiescence (or consent).

Dr. Condoleezza Rice shall also have power to make this New Democratic Order
popular.

In the American Heritage Talking Dictionary, Computer Software,

copyright 1997, popularity is defined as “the quality or state of being popular,
especially the state of being widely admired, accepted, or sought after.” In the
same reference source, popular means “accepted by or prevalent among the
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people in general.” Hence, on behalf of President George W. Bush, she shall use
her persuasive power to make this New Democratic Order widely admired,
accepted, and sought after by all nations of the earth, therefore, causing it to be
prevalent among the people in general.

And Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 15 describes what she shall do, and it reads:
… that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that
as many as would not worship the image of the beast should be
killed.

According to this Scripture, this New Democratic Order--this social, political, and
economic system--should both speak and cause that as many as would not worship
the beast should be killed. We know that for this New Democratic Order to
“speak” is a symbolic expression. So what does this mean?

The Oxford Universal Dictionary, copyright 1955, on page 1960, substantiates the
word speak as “to declare.” Declare, as documented in the Webster’s New World
Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright 1998, Computer Software, means “to
proclaim,” which in the same reference source, the word proclaim is parallel to
“command.”

In accordance with the American Heritage Talking Dictionary,

Computer Software, copyright 1997, command is validated as “to rule”; while, in
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the same reference source, rule is “to be in total control; to exercise supreme
authority.”

In order for Dr. Condoleezza Rice’s power to make this New Democratic Order-the social, political, and economic system--completely independent and the
superpower of the world, she shall craft this New Democratic Order in such a way
that it will keep all nations in total control and give President George W. Bush the
authority to exercise supreme authority over all the leaders of governments of the
earth.

And in addition, according to Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 15:
…and cause that as many as would not worship the image of
the beast should be killed.
Furthermore, this New Democratic Order shall cause that as many as would not
worship this order of President George W. Bush should be killed. In the Merriam
Webster’s 11th Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 2003, Computer Software, the
word cause is depicted as “to compel by command, authority, or force.” This
means that this New Democratic Order--this political, social, and economic
system--shall have the authority to compel by command, authority, or force that as
many as would not worship it should be killed.
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Worship, as defined in The Oxford Universal Dictionary, copyright 1955, on page
2453, means “to salute”; while in the American Heritage Talking Dictionary,
Computer Software, copyright 1997, salute is used “to express approval;
commend.” Thus, as many as would not express approval of or commend to this
New Democratic Order, according to this Scripture, by command, authority, or
force should be killed.

Referenced in The Cassell Concise Dictionary, copyright 1998, on page 895, the
phrase as many connotes “the same number.” Hence, the same number that would
not give approval or commend to the New Democratic Order is the same number
that should be killed. Now once again we have to pay close attention to the use of
words. This Scripture does not say that they shall be killed but, rather, they
“should” be killed.
With that in mind, the Merriam Webster’s 11th Collegiate Dictionary, copyright
2003, Computer Software, confirms that should is used in auxiliary to express
what is expected. Therefore, it means that the same number that would not express
approval or commend to the New Democratic Order--a particular social, political,
or economic system--is expected to be killed.
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In the same reference source, expect means “to suppose.” Thus, it is supposed that
they should be killed. Suppose means “to hold as an opinion; believe.” Thus, this
New Democratic Order will hold as an opinion or belief that you should be killed if
you do not express approval or commend to its order. Let us read, Revelation,
Chapter 19, verse 20, and see what '+') has to say about all of this:
And the beast was taken, and with him the false prophet that
wrought miracles before him, with which he deceived them that
had received the mark of the beast, and them that worshipped
his image. These both were cast alive into a lake of fire burning
with brimstone.
According to the word of '+'), those who worship the beast--His New Democratic
Order--are those that shall be cast alive into the lake of fire burning with
brimstone. There is no supposition or imagining anything. This is what shall
happen to you. The world has taught us that we would die behind not worshipping
the beast or His New Democratic Order or the New World Order or the One World
Government. However, those who do not express approval or commend to it,
Revelation, Chapter 15, verse 2 tell us what will happen to them:
And I saw as it were a sea of glass mingled with fire: and them
that had gotten the victory over the beast, and over his image,
and over his mark, and over the number of his name, stand on
the sea of glass, having the harps of God, '+').
They shall receive the “victory” over the beast--President George W. Bush!
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Now, as we approach our next seminar we will uncover the particulars of what will
take place for those who choose to worship the beast, which is the New
Democratic Order. Let us read Revelation, Chapter 13, verses 16 through 18:
16 And [s]he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor,
free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their
foreheads:
17 And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark,
or the name of the beast, or the number of his name.
18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the
number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his
number is Six hundred threescore and six.
I thank '+') for bringing us to see the light that the building of this New
Democratic Order will not be for long, but that it is a signal of Judgment Day.
And that as Satan continues to build his establishment, we shall see '+') - '+')
coming into power to take all of Satan’s hard labor and achievement to establish
His everlasting “Theocratic” Order--the Government of '+'), and the Kingdom of
Heaven--that shall never destroyed. I look forward to seeing you in part six of this
seminar. May the courage and strength of '+') sustain you. Shalom Aleichem.
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